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With the wide application of Internet, dynamic webpage technology has been
widely used. This paper mainly described how to use ASP.NET dynamic webpage
technology to design and develop campus blog system.
The blog is a kind of network media carrier, the earliest blog also known as web
log. Compared to previous network carriers such as BBS, forums, blog is more
subjective, entirely by the blog owner free. Compared to the previous page, the freer,
simpler operation, making it into the lower threshold, which is its development to
bring greater advantages, greatly improves the speed and breadth of popularization,
application field is more and more. The blog became the network media is an
important and integral part of.
As a young people as the subject of the contemporary college students,
ideological and active with each passing day, many students have their own blogs.
Based on students' status, many colleges and universities are thinking about how to do
a good job of education. And the use of blog on College benign academic and
humanistic guidance, many colleges and universities are the reflection of this problem.
Establish a campus blog system which is a kind of beneficial attempt.
The idea of campus blog system should provide personal information, articles,
comments on the issue, registered users can browse the teachers and students related
blogs, registered or non-registered users can also post some articles, the system can
make the school teachers and students through and other users of the exchange. This
blog system has also realized the sharing of resources, the manager can upload
download each user resource, which was previously the blog system No.
The system is composed of ASP.NET technology to design, the background
using SQL Server 2005 database, and uses ADO.NET technology to access.
In the paper, from the functional and non-functional requirements of two aspects
of the campus of the blog system requirement description, and introduces the
administrator and registered user functional requirement. According to the theory of














the database structure and database integrity and safety measures in detail; the overall
system design, programming is the use of object-oriented program design; system
design is mainly directed against the future of the background and function of system;
test, to test the key problems, puts forward some concrete solutions to the process
analysis, to achieve the function of the system.
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是该词的创始人，在 1999 年，他“将 blog 变成动词，后来更衍生出 blogging、
blogger 或者 Iblog、blogsphere（博客世界）等的说法”[2]。在中国大陆，“博客”
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